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Since the 1980s,  ‘Blockbuster’ has been a popular term for a special and spectacular exhibition in a museum or art 

gallery, which attracts large crowds and probably costs a lot of money both to create and to visit. The term is not a 

popular one, it’s not the most attractive term, derived from aerial bombardment by a bomb that could demolish an 

entire city block, transferred to the movie industry in the 1950s to describe a mega-successful popular entertainment 

and adapted to the visual arts in the 1970s supporters of the large exhibitions hoped that the new audience they attracted 

will break down the elitist image of the museum.  

Should a museum be active or contemplative, popular or elite?  My questions in this article are: what is good and bad 

about the blockbuster shows and what are the recent developments in this kind of exhibition making these days? And 

are the blockbuster shows too much focused on economics and less about arts and should museums be more careful 

with sponsors? 

Thomas Hoving (1931 -2009)) is the man who started with these kind of shows.  He initiated a series of high profile 

temporary exhibitions at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 1 Hoving realized that public is most attracted to temporary 

events in museums.  “Tutankhamun”, which traveled round the world attracting vast crowds and publicity in the early 

1970s, is often seen as the first blockbuster ever. A new era for museums; the age of corporate sponsorships. They also 

marked a more general alliance of the museum with mass spectacle, entertainment and consumerism.2 How do you 

create a blockbuster? In much the same way you make a blockbuster movie: with big stars, massive public relations and 

corporate branding deals. The level of marketing we're seeing today is something new. Most of the people who visit a 

museum are not art historians. They are just plain museum consumers who want to be surprised.  Blockbusters work 

very well. There is one thing for sure people like big events. Now in 2012 in London for example there are five of these 

‘big shows’: Exhibitions by David Hockney, Lucian Freud and Damien Hirst will headline the "Cultural Olympiad", 

series of arts events in the run-up to the London 2012 Olympics in July and Augus, while Pablo Picasso and Turner will 

be the subjects of landmark shows.  

Crowd and the arts started in 19th century, which witnessed the growth of ambitious World’s Fairs. It was a period of 

huge and sometimes rather incoherent exhibitions, attracting enormous crowds. It was a machinery of the dominant 

culture, middle class, nationalistic and European. So maybe therefore the World Fair had ideologies of the colonial 

western world who was superior. Their political meaning is therefore significant.3 In the early 20th century the fashion 

for huge shows declined. Air travel transformed the possibilities of international loans of artworks in the mid-20th 

century.  So there it all started.  

 

Capitalistic Museum 

The sponsorship started in these enormous forms in the Metropolitain of Art in New York under the directorship of 

Thomas Hoving (1966-1977), who is one of the first museum directors to court corporations and their money. 4  Since 

that period arts is becoming commodity, it becomes important for its value, its monetary value, but more important for 

its symbolic value; the taste with high culture and the world of fine art and the aesthetics. Rosslin Kraus (1941) wrote 

in here article ‘The Cultural Logic of the late Capitalist Museum’ that the museum budgets will play an increasing role 

in this capitalistic system. The museum will become more a company with aim for profit. The spectacle art works are 

becoming important to attract the attention of the audience. Therefore we have to be careful that art is not coming to 
                                                
1 Conforti,  19 
2 Wallis, “The art of Big Business’, 1986, 28  
3 Marchart, 2009, 7 
4 Wallis, Unfinished Business, 51 
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close to entertainment. For a blockbuster show you need a big sponsor,  most of the museums display the names of 

their corporate sponsors proudly on bronze plaques. Also a lot of museums at this time are sponsored.  The relationship 

between museums and their corporate sponsors is one of exchange and not simply of patronage. Sponsoring reflects an 

exchange of capital; financial capital on the part of the sponsor and symbolic capital on the part of the sponsored.  

In the eighties the Metropolitan Museum of Art  had an exhibition called ‘Treasures From Ancient Nigeria’, sponsored  

by the American  oil company Mobil.  At the same time Mobil was selling his oil to the racist apartheid government of 

South Africa, oil that came from Nigeria. Mobil wanted to improve their relationship with the Nigerian government.  

By sponsoring the show in New York, Mobil tried to conceal their political scandal.5 This incident shows that a 

museum should be careful by finding sponsors in relation to their exhibitions.  It was  Hans Haacke (1936),  a German-

American artist, who came up with this ‘Mobil story’  and made an art work named ‘MetroMobiltan’ ( pic. 1) Haacke 

lays bare the process of mystification that takes place with corporate sponsorship. Sponsorship most of time it provides 

a boost in public relation, sometimes its used by the sponsor to conceal their bad behavior .6 This exhibition ‘Treasures 

From Ancient Nigeria’  also stereotyped in constant reference  to African blacks in historical terms only, never in terms 

of contemporary art or reality.  In the post colonial times we still have to be very careful with sponsorships. How do 

these corporations treat their employees in the third world countries? What are their labour rights, what are the 

chemical risks for this people ? What are the socially, ethically, and environmentally results of these companies? For 

example Shell is sponsoring   the Mauritshuis The Hague since the beginning of this year,  Shell has a bad reputation,  

they have a devastating affect on wildlife, human communities and on the global climate. Shell tries to get a green 

image through arts sponsorship. Also the Tate Britain is sponsored by an oil company. Critics accuse BP of using 

blockbuster exhibitions and arts awards to direct attention away from their environmental and ethical crimes. ‘These 

sponsorship deals give companies like BP the social license to operate’, says Dan Gretton in Time Magazine.  7 

 

 
1.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
5 Wallis,  1986, “The art of Big Business’, 1986,  30 
6 Bourdieu, 1995, 18 
7 http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2020069,00.html 
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2. Demonstrators pour oil and feathers outside Tate Britain to protest BP's sponsorship of the arts 

 

 

The shift from the traditional patronage to sponsorship is a relatively recent development; one that emerged from the 

global capitalism which has characterized our cultural, social and economic milieu for at least the past thirty years. The 

changing political climate during the 1970s and 1980s (crisis) and not at least the changing nature of global capitalism 

are also important in this story.  As it goes capitalism, gains in capital are directly proportionate to gains in power. As 

museums gain financial capital, they are more readily able to expand their cultural respectability. We have to be careful 

for the transition of the museum from keeper and protector of cultural heritage to investor and trader in cultural goods.8 

More financial capital means bigger shows and in turn, a larger audience. Museums need cultural respectability to be 

able to influence their sponsors. This respectability translates into symbolic capital for sponsors, who gain it in 

exchange for financial capital. We have a circular model of capitalist exchange. In this system of exchange, art 

becomes commodity, however much the museum- and corporation would like to conceal it.9  

 

The pro’s of the blockbuster 

There are a number of good things about these big events called blockbusters. First of all the public interest, lots of 

people will come, blockbusters therefore attract new visitors, who then go on to look at the rest of the museum. Lots of 

museums all over the world whether public ore private, are supported  in one way or the other by taxpayers. A 

successful blockbuster in a museum benefits the public and the blockbuster usually brings great numbers of people to 

the museum who never visited it before-often not for the last time. The local business community is happy because the 

museum is bringing in and not just asking for money. An other important point is that blockbusters generate media 

coverage, thus raising the profile of the museum, thanks to the media coverage a blockbuster usually attracts, museums 

may get out of the entertainment section of papers and onto the front page.  Also it helps to put cities on the cultural 

map, tourist will go there, they might otherwise have no interest in that city for example the Guggenheim Museum 

Bilbao. Blockbusters also can promote creativity and scholastic excellence among the museum staff. Finally 

blockbusters can attract sponsors and museums can be associated with leading perhaps global brands with huge 

marketing benefit. More and more museums have to there own money themselves these days of economic recession.  

The museums don’t get so much subsidy from the government anymore.  

 

The Con’s of the blockbuster 

Blockbusters present a narrow range of subjects and seldom shed new light art history or art. Because of the need to 

bring together "treasures", the exhibits are never what the curator’s intended and requests for loans are frequently 

refused. Also blockbusters lead to a "dumping down" of the museum and its message. The public is fed a diet of names 

and subjects which is closely related to the cult of celebrities enjoyed by stars - Monet, Picasso, etc. Blockbusters may 

be developed primarily to be popular and provide entertainment rather than for their educational and cultural value. 

                                                
8 Krauss, 1990 
9  Bourdieu, 1995, 17 
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Because of costs, museums find themselves seeking commercial sponsorship, or mount exhibits relating to the 

commercial world. One of the most important things is that the actual visitor experience of blockbusters is a poor one;  

success leads  to overcrowding. Thus, the seeming democratization of art is an illusion, because there can be no 

meaningful experience. Moreover, the poor quality of the experience may dissuade repeat visits. I had that experience 

myself at the Manet blockbuster exhibition in Paris in 2011 in Musée d'Orsay. It was so over crowded that I couldn’t 

enjoy every single painting; I just was pushed forward thought the salons.   Also the effort required to mount 

blockbusters may distract staff from other important  work in the museums.   

 

The problems these days 

Curators themselves have been complaining of museum fatigue and 

academics have been suggesting that blockbusters are damaging art. The British art historian Francis Haskell (1928 -

2000), traced the history of exhibitions in  his book The Ephemeral Museum. Haskell put forward the idea that 

blockbuster exhibitions have become so important that they are taking over the traditional role of museums.10 Making a 

blockbuster cost a lot of money and time. While air travel improved from the mid-20th century it became much  has 

easier to move large pieces of art around the world. There is a general fatigue among museum directors over the issue 

of organizing large exhibitions.  Also we see an increasing resistance from both museums and private collectors to lend, 

because transit artworks is a major risk. The style of large-scale monographic exhibitions that has been a regular feature 

of museums programmers will become increasingly difficult to put together. Faced by continuing requests to lend 

major works to a cycle of single-artist displays, museums are beginning to suffer from loan fatigue, and we are very 

unlikely to see another great Manet monographic exhibition.  For example London’s National Gallery is characteristic 

of most major galleries in choosing only to lend, and indeed borrow, when it is sure that the loan will contribute to art 

historical or scientific knowledge. The current economic climate has also encouraged museums to concentrate on their 

own collections, a cheap and effective solution. The Metropolitain 2010 Picasso display attracted over 700.000 visitors 

. It played safe by choosing a big name but every work in the exhibition came from its own collection, most of them 

works on paper which had seldom if ever been exhibited before. So now, money tight museums mine their own 

collections in 2012. 11 For now, museums seem to be presenting their permanent collections with pride. 

 

 Contemporary Art and Photography 

Contemporary art and photography are very popular these days. ‘Royal’, ‘Imperial’, ‘Palaces’ along with ‘Treasures’, 

all key elements until recently in the title of a Blockbuster, are losing their attraction for a younger, more forward-

looking public. A closely related development is the rise in visitors for contemporary art exhibitions. Marina 

Abramovic, whose electrically exciting presence transformed an already intriguing monographic exhibition at Moma in 

2010, attracted well over half a million visitors. Moma in New York has become the Disneyland of the Art World, no 

matter what is on show or who is performing for example Abramovic and Yoko Ono, the crowds of tourists will attend. 

At London’s National Portrait Gallery, the most crowd-pulling exhibitions are invariably photographic these day’s. 

Very recently photographic exhibitions have begun to feature among international major successes. For example 

“Cartier-Bresson” drew large crowds at Moma in 2010. 

  

The west and the rest 

                                                
10 Haskell, 2000 
11 Pogrebin, 2011 
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Blockbusters shows in the west almost always present the dominant Western world. It would be nice if there could be 

more global exhibitions. 12 Most of the time non western art in blockbusters shows are still treated like exhibitions in 

the ethnographic museums. Stereotyped and in constant reference to African blacks or Asians, in historical terms only. 

For example ‘De Nieuwe Kerk’ in Amsterdam presented in 2011 highlights from one of the worlds most renowned 

collections of (historic) Islamic art, never they show contemporary Islamatic art.  By programming these shows they 

are trying to get the immigrants of Amsterdam into the museum.  I think this institution has still has a colonial attitude 

of world art. 13 In fact, world art for a long time was primarily owned by western museums, where it existed as an 

expatriated and contested treasure from colonial times. 14 

There is an explosion of art museums in many parts of the world. More and more museums are built in non western 

countries, especially in Asia,  where they  are opening more museums than Starbucks. 15 They often don’t have their 

own collection, the so called ‘empty museums’ are more like the ‘Kunsthalle’ in Europe.  They show more global art 

because they exhibit their local artists. These museums in non western countries might bring a new kind of Blockbuster 

shows in the future. This globalization and the global art might change the Eurocentric view of art in the (blockbuster) 

world. 

 

Kunsthalle 

I think the ‘Kunsthalle’ (and the new empty museums) are the best places for blockbusters. They don’t have their own 

collection to take care of. Lets give some examples: here in the Netherlands we a have few famous exhibition halls like 

‘De Nieuwe kerk‘ in Amsterdam and ‘De Kunsthal Rotterdam’. They have a lot of exhibitions on display and are very 

successful . But they don’t have any collection of their own. They use (external) curators to make their exhibitions and 

they use collections of other museums or other organizations. The only problem is they don’t have artworks themselves 

so they cannot give some art works back to the museums where they lend works from. They also do a lot of 

contemporary art shows and photography exhibitions.  

 

Conclusion 

In the discussion about the cultural entrepreneur and the museum as an economic entity I tried to give a clear point of 

view. I think that the discussion about museums is too much focused on economics and less about the art these days. If 

museums would focus solely on economics they would end up being sponsored amusement parks. This is probably the 

worst nightmare. But a museum without visitors and incomprehensible art is in my opinion also not a thing to strive for. 

Museums should be balanced in their economic/marketing focus and their focus on art.  I think most important of all is 

that we should be very careful that the sponsors or the governments don’t get to much influence on the curators or the 

staff of the museums. They also have to be very critical about the political background of the sponsors. I think for arts 

institutions it's important to have a mixed funding stream. That means money from organizations, philanthropists, the 

state, sponsors as well as from public. This will give the museums more freedom. A new, younger and more 

international audience will change the blockbuster in the future. Hopefully these new kind of blockbuster shows are not 

so focused on moneymaking and power. Museums cannot stand still, in the modern world there is intense competition 

for the public's time and attention, everything is changing all the time and museums must refresh their offer constantly 

if they wish to maintain or enlarge their appeal. 

                                                
12 Global art often escapes the arguments of art history, as it no longer follows a master narrative and its contradicts modernity’s claim 
to be or to offer a universal model. 
13 World art encompasses  most cultures beyond the west whose heritage was preserved in empire type museums. 
14 Belting, ‘Contemporary Art and the Museum in the Global Age, A Critical Estimate’, 2007,  5 
15 Belting, ‘Contemporary Art and the Museum in the Global Age, A Critical Estimate’, 2007,  8  
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